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The corporate mandate of the  

Logistics Institute is:

1.  Establish a supply chain logistics  

profession worldwide, in the form of the 

P.Log., LS, SC and other designations

2. Develop competency standards and 

workforce strategies as the foundation 

of professionalism

3. Deliver throughout the world  

competency-based training in supply 

chain logistics, leading to certification 

4. Sustain supply chain logistics human 

resource and talent development 

through research

5. Define supply chain logistics career 

opportunities through career mobility 

frameworks and global work  

experience opportunities

MANDATE

The corporate mandate of the Logistics Institute is:

1.  To establish the P.Log, LS, SC and other designations as the public  

statements of leadership and credibility in supply chain and logistics 

around the world

2. To foster a global professional community supporting worldwide  

business, trade and economic developments between and among 

P.Log, LS, SC and other professionals

VALUE PROPOSIT ION

The Logistics Institute’s vision is to develop leaders who transform organizations  

as change agents and build capabilities in others to implement change 

through training; who have the self-confidence to make difficult decisions 

and accept responsibility for the consequences of those decisions; and who 

have the competitive edge to create customer value and the competence 

as supply chain and logistics practitioners to sustain that value.

VIS ION

[short title Logistics Institute] is a not-for-profit company incorporated 

in 1990 under Part 2 of the Canada Business Act, and transitioned to 

continue as a federal company under the Canadian Not-for-profit  

Corporations Act in 2013.



The Logistics  
Institute’s mission  
is to foster and  
enhance global 
trade built on an 
even playing field 
led by certified  
professionals.  

MISSION

Strategic direction of the Logistics Institute is provided by a board of directors  

that includes an executive committee of 4 and 11 directors at large.  

Directors are professional members in good standing drawn from different 

companies and industries across Canada and worldwide. Directors are  

elected annually at the members’ corporation meeting and serve for one 

year without remuneration.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION

GLOBAL VALUE PROPOSIT ION

The Logistics Institute seeks to  

take globalization to the personal  

level of individual professionals  

and not leave it only in the hands 

of geo-politics, global trading blocs 

or fortune 500 B2B supplier contracts.  

The value is to “own our work as 
professionals on the global stage”.

The Logistics Institute will work through global networks of industry and  

sector practitioners to conduct business on an even playing field with shared 

visions, core competencies and matching values as certified professionals. 

GLOBAL VIS ION -  COOPERATE  
COLLABORATE COORDINATE

Working with “partners in professionalism”, the Logistics Institute  

seeks to

1.  establish the P.Log, LS, SC and other designations as the public  

statements of leadership and credibility in supply chain and logistics 

around the world.

2. foster a global professional community supporting worldwide  

business, trade and economic developments between and among 

P.Log, LS, SC and other professionals.

GLOBAL OBJECTIVES



Strategic leadership of the Logistics Institute is provided by the Founding 

President, who works with the board to establish strategy and with the 

staff to implement strategy. The Founding President has been with the 

Logistics Institute since 1990. From 1990-2000, he led projects funded 

by the Government of Canada in excess of $16 million CDN to establish 

competency standards, create certification programs, set professional 

standards, develop e-training platforms and resources, and build the  

professional community in Canada and around the world. The Logistics 

Institute is financially self-sufficient.

STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP

The Logistics Institute will build partnerships with in-country  

groups around the world collaborating with them to  

develop strategies, implement plans and deliver programs 

leading to competent practitioners and professionals, who 

then network in professional communities of interest as a 

“united nations” of logistics certified professionals.

GLOBAL MISS ION -  PARTNERSHIPS  
IN PROFESSIONALISM

Working with “partners in professionalism”, the Logistics  

Institute seeks to

1.  To establish the P.Log, LS, SC and other designations as 

the public statements of leadership and credibility in  

supply chain and logistics around the world

2. To foster a global professional community supporting 

worldwide business, trade and economic developments 

between and among P.Log, LS, SC and other professionals

GLOBAL GOALS



Working with network partners, the Logistics Institute will design, develop and deliver a Competency-Based Workforce  

Development Strategy in Global Trade Services, using a 6-step framework modeled on the history of the Logistics Institute:

GLOBAL ACTION PLAN

Labour Market

Define the core expertise  

of the service sector

1
Talent Mobility

Map career options  

and opportunities from entry  

to top management

2
Competency Standards

Identify the skills, knowledge and  

aptitudes needed at each level of  

employment from frontline to  

supervisor to manager to executive

3

Work Responsibilities 
Describe occupation classifications  

and jobs in terms of work  

responsibilities, education  

requirements, competencies [SKAs],  

and suitability for work

4
Professional Development

Identify, deliver, and develop  

as needed, competency-based  

training programs specific to each  

sector and to meet cross  

sectoral requirements

5
Professional Credibility

Implement certification procedures  

for practitioners to earn professional  

designations and create  

professional communities linked  

to international associations

6



In 1990, the Logistics Institute was one of the first three national sector councils created in Canada as a joint venture between the 

Government of Canada and the private sector. At that time, two factors had a major impact on the traditional “transport and  

distribution” sectors around the world:  

•  globalization, which expanded the reach of all world economies beyond national borders; and 

• personal computers, which brought data in usable form directly to all workers in an organization.

On the one hand, companies expanded their global and international market reach for sourcing as well as business development 

objectives; on the other hand, companies flattened the internal decision processes, expecting all workers in the organization to  

become “decision makers” and, consequently, hone leadership skills [ranging from problem solving and collaborative work to 

managing supplier and customer relationships, and including responsibility for business development].

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

The framework for building success, whether for a not-for-profit enterprise like the Logistics 

Institute, or a for-profit company, involves three things: 

•  Strategy: where do you want to be in the global market?

• Process: how are you going to get there?

• People: who is driving the bus?

The fulcrum of success is people: without the right people with the right competencies sitting 

in “the right seats on the bus”, no process can be operationalized, and no strategy can be 

executed and achieved. 
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For the Logistics Institute, the workforce development strategy aims to transform supply chain and logistics practitioners into certi-

fied professionals with internationally recognized credentials. Competency standards are the foundation on which certification pro-

grams are designed and developed to enable practitioners to earn professional credentials. The professional community of interest 

is ultimately the Logistics Institute’s driving force of achievement.        



In co-relative terms, the strategic objectives and goals of the Institute’s Workforce Development Strategy are:

•  MARKET POSITIONING: enabling companies, business sectors, and nations to compete successfully in the global marketplace;

• CAPACITATION: building organizational strengths by enhancing company, business sector, and a nation’s core business  

capabilities;

• HUMAN CAPITAL: developing talent in companies, business sectors, and nations with skills worthy of international recognition for 

the global world of work. 

The challenge facing the logistics labor market is: how do we prepare an internationally mobile workforce which is capable,  

competent, credible and worthy of international recognition for the globally competitive market?  

To meet this challenge, the Logistics Institute establishes guiding principles in terms of organizations and individuals:

•  Capability equates to the ability to do the job  

–  For companies, it means having the right infrastructure, systems, investments, assets, resources to deliver on the  

    value proposition 

–  For individuals, it means having the right psychological, physical, intellectual, emotional abilities to get the job done

• Competence equates to the right balance of skills, knowledge and aptitude that sustain our ability to do the job  

–  For companies, it is having the right talent and bench-strength among human resources and work teams to succeed 

–  For individuals, it means having the stuff [SKA] to sustain and advance our careers

• Credibility equates to public identifiers that certify our claims that we are ready and able to do the job  

–  For companies, it is having the track record and the satisfied customers to demonstrate bona fide strength to succeed 

–  For individuals, it is having the right credentials and past work experience to support our claims to do the job

• International Recognition equates to meeting standards that validate our strengths to succeed  

–  For companies, it is being certified to such international standards as ISO, GPTW, TQM, etc. 

–  For individuals, it is being certified as professionals meeting competency standards of certifying organizations, as  

    engineers, etc.



Since the mid-1980s, traditional procurement and transportation, including international freight forwarding, modal and intermodal 

transportation operations, and warehousing, moved into broader operations and management called logistics. All workers, from 

frontline operations to senior management, became “knowledge workers” and required new management and leadership  

competencies to meet the emerging demands of global economies. This is the fertile ground on which the Logistics Institute  

planted its workforce development strategy. The goal of workforce development is to meet emerging competency demands in 

ever-shifting market economics. 

Eventually, logistics widened in scope to an integrated process, and knowledge workers faced new challenges as “process  

managers”. Process thinking quickly became the norm as companies flattened hierarchical decision processes, requiring workers 

LABOR MARKET  EXPERT ISE

In summary, workforce development is an integrated model:

Enabling NATIONS to build a competent labour market capable  

of sustaining and enhancing competitive leadership in the world;

Enabling BUSINESS SECTORS to build a skilled workforce for new  

economies focused on trade and the flow of goods, money,  

and information;

Enabling COMPANIES to build bench strength through competent 

people to compete successfully as a global business;

Enabling PEOPLE to build competencies for careers as certified  

professionals

NATIONS

BUISNESS SECTORS

COMPANIES

PEOPLE



at all levels to be responsible for the success of the company. 

People no longer just worked in purchasing or transportation  

or warehousing; they were “logistics workers”.

Furthermore, as integrated logistics processes became  

increasingly more complex in nature and international in  

scope, end-to-end process management refocused on what 

is now called “cluster management”. Cluster thinking is not so 

much an organizational restructuring strategy as a new way  

of making interlocking decisions that simultaneously affect  

different spheres or clusters in global markets [such as  

international banking and finance; global trade;  

social-economic-environmental productivity strategies].  

Today, we more accurately refer to integrated logistics  

processes as global supply chains.

With the emergence of “Big Data” and “Predictive Analytics”  

in the 21st Century, even global supply chains are quickly 

changing. It is no longer sufficient or effective to manage linear 

operations from source to end user consumers. Linear supply 

chains have become global value webs, which are complex, 

dynamic and connected. Value is no longer about product 

and price; value is now based on knowledge exchange that 

drives proactive production of goods and services. 

Concomitantly, leadership and decision-making is no longer 

just position-based; it is not even situational. The emerging  

demand is for contextual intelligence, which brings to the  

forefront of decision-making intuitive competencies and  

skills. Contextual intelligence is a set of leadership skills and  

competencies that involve the ability to recognize and  

diagnose the multi-dimensional complexity of contextual  

factors inherent in such a situation as global supply chains  

and value webs. It is the ability to navigate complexity,  

uncertainty, and ambiguity.

The world continues to change and more rapidly than in the 

past. One needs only to think of Amazon and Alibaba to  

witness this quick transformation.

The history and growth of the Logistics Institute parallels these 

changes in market strategies. As a sector council, the Logistics  

Institute initiated a workforce development strategy that  

started with the transition of purchasing-transport-warehouse 

workers from traditional “box kickers” to logistics knowledge 

workers. New responsibilities demanded new competencies, 

which positioned the Logistics Institute in the forefront of  

creating competency standards for workers and companies  

in the emerging “logistics sector”. 

It is important to note that “logistics” is not a traditional sector, 

like manufacturing, mining, agriculture and so on. It is more  

accurately referred to as a labor market. In first defining that  

labor market, the Logistics Institute combined multiple functional  

areas of expertise ranging from purchasing and procurement, 

to inventory management and production planning, and  

including transport, transportation, distribution, warehousing 

and customer service. Using Canada’s National Occupation  

Classification [NOC] competency standards for each of these 

functional areas, the Logistics Institute defined the logistics 

labor market, and simultaneously contributed to, and furthered 

an understanding of, “integrated logistics” as a management 

process. 

Innovative thinking, however, is demanded in the face of ever 

shifting realities.



Today, the Logistics Institute defines the core expertise of this service sector and labor market as SUPPLY CHAIN LOGISTICS,  

capturing the labor market in terms of market dynamics rather than corporate structures:  

•  At strategic levels, all companies seek to deliver value to customers [not just products and services].

• Supporting this market strategy, companies develop inter-organizational connections that involve Network Strategies with  

suppliers, and Channel Designs with end user customers. Managing supplier [SRM] and customer [CRM] relationships is the  

critical supply chain focus.

• Supporting inter-organizational relationships, companies implement end-to-end integrated logistics processes [procurement- 

inventory-distribution], where asset ROI [inventory] is critical to success in delivering value in the global marketplace.

• Supporting integrated logistics process flows are the tactical enablers at the base: IT, Policies/Procedures, Facilities/Equipment 

and Organizational Structure.

Information  
Systems

Policies 
Procedures

Facilities 
Equipment

Organization

Procurement Distribution

Network 
Strategy

Channel 
Design

Inventory

Customer 
Value

TACTICAL =  ENABLERS

PROCESS =  FLOW

INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL

STRATEGIC = VALUE

SUPPLY CHAIN  
LOGISTICS



In this approach, the typical hierarchical pyramid of any enterprise or company has been inverted in terms of market demand. At the 

top of the pyramid is customer value creation. One of the “tactical enablers” at the base of the pyramid is organizational structure, or 

management hierarchy. The way organizations are structured enables market success; structure is not what makes a company successful. 

One motivation behind the Logistics Institute’s unique approach is the difficult history of trying to get logistics professionals in 

the C-suite of corporations. Traditionally, logistics is seen as a back room operation, with no strategic relevance to business 

development. It is considered an “expense center” and not a revenue generating center. The goal of logistics managers is to 

reduce costs by implementing more efficient processes. Much academic research still approaches logistics in this way. 

However, the Logistics Institute considers supply chain logistics a value-add strategy, based on the understanding that the real 

purpose of any company is to deliver customer value in competitive global markets. Rethinking core corporate purpose in terms 

of value, and not just in terms of the product/service mix, positions supply chain logistics as an integral and even essential part of 

business development and success. With the advent of Big Data and Predictive Analytics, this approach to supply chain logistics 

and value webs will become increasingly critical to market success. The Amazon Effect or Impact is just now being studied as 

Amazon radically changes consumer, as well as logistics, markets.   

This values-driven approach to SUPPLY CHAIN LOGISTICS expertise is the market demand behind the Logistics Institute’s workforce 

development strategy. All programs designed, developed and delivered by the Logistics Institute build on the ever emerging need 

for companies to deliver value in globally competitive markets. 

In addition, this approach to SUPPLY CHAIN LOGISTICS expertise provides the framework for all labor market studies and 

competency standards designed, developed and used by the Logistics Institute. Through research, analysis and consultations, 

competency standards delineate strategic, organizational/structural, process, and tactical competencies required in the labor 

market to deliver and sustain market and economic success.

In developing people, what kinds of careers should companies foster? How does one navigate a career in global supply chain 

logistics? Where does one start? How does one advance?

In consultation with industry and labor market leaders, supplemented by annual Logistics Labor Market Information [LMI] Studies, 

the Logistics Institute developed a Career Mobility Model. 

CAREER MOBIL I TY



• 2+ Years Planning  
Horizon

• Decisions Affect  
Visibility of  
Organization

• 38+ at Age of Entry

TASKS SKILLS FEATURES 

STRATEGIC INTEGRATION   

• Strategic Planning

• Return on  
Investment 
Management

• Customer  
Relations

• Human Resources

• Systems  
Management

• Human Resources

• Partnering &  
Integration Skills

• Information  
Systems 
Knowledge

• Business Aptitude

• Logistics  
Knowledge

Resources

Mfg. & Cons. 
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Bus. Serv. & Utls.
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Gov., Ed., & Health
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• 3 Month – 2 Year  
Planning Horizon

• Decisions Affect  
Visibility of  
Business Unit

• Approximately  
30 at Age of Entry 
and Spend Around  
7 Years at this Level

TASKS SKILLS FEATURES 

• Customer Service

• Performance 
Measurement

• Human Resources

• Operations  
Planning

• Systems  
Management

• Systems  
Implementation  
& Analysis

• Financial  
Management

• Larger Business 
Skills

• Human Resources 
Skills

• Achievement  
Orientation

Resources
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Trans. & Store
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DEPTH   MIDDLE



• 3 Month Planning 
Horizon

• Decisions Affect  
Key Process  
Viability

• Approximately  
25 at Entry and 
Spend Around  
4.5 Years at this 
Level

TASKS SKILLS FEATURES 

ENTRY & BREADTH   

• Measurement 
(Output FN)

• Microplanning 
(Input FN)

• Human Resources

• Project  
Management

• Logistics FNL Tasks

• Process Skills

• Human Resources

• Personal Abilities

• Logistics FNS

Resources
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Trans. & Store
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• 2 Weeks Planning  
Horizon

• Decisions Affect  
Transaction Visibility

• Spend 3 Years at 
this Level if “Fresh” 
Out of University

TASKS SKILLS FEATURES 

• Functional  
Transactions

• Shop Floor  
Understanding

• People Skills

Resources

Mfg. & Cons. 

Trans. & Store

Bus. Serv. & Utls.

Whole. & Retail

Gov., Ed., & Health
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It is immediately to be noted that logistics careers are not 

straight-line bottom-to-top trajectories. One can enter a career 

at any point, depending on a combination of experience, 

education, and credentials. A satisfying career is not 

necessarily relegated to top echelons.

Logistics careers can be found in most major sectors: 

Mining and Resources, Manufacturing and Construction, 

Transportation and Storage, Business Services and Utilities, 

Wholesale and Retail, Government, Education and Healthcare. 

In starting a logistics career, one is expected to develop a 

“breadth” of experience across key logistics functions and 

areas of expertise. These include: purchasing, operations 

[inventory], distribution [warehousing], transportation, 

international freight forwarding, customs, and even at entry 

levels integrated process experiences. These are supervisor and 

lower manager careers. Responsibilities are defined in terms 

of 3 month planning horizons, and decision impact: a bad 

decision will affect the viability of key business processes.

After developing a broad range of functional experiences, 

one is then expected to develop a “depth” of experience 

in one or more specific functional areas, and in one or more 

sectors. One “hops” from working in service provider companies 

[transportation, warehousing, freight forwarding, customs] to 

service user organizations [mining, manufacturing, construction, 

wholesale, retail, government, and so on]. One hones experience 

and competence by specializing in either “supply side logistics” 

[purchasing, operations/inventory], or “distribution side logistics” 

[transportation, warehousing, and so on]. These are middle 

manager and lower director careers. Responsibilities are defined 

in terms of 2 year planning horizons, and decision impact: a bad 

decision will affect the viability of departments and business units. 

Building on both “breadth” and “depth” of experiences, one can 

then move into more integrated logistics and supply chain roles at 

strategic levels of responsibility. These are director and executive 

careers. Responsibilities are defined in terms of 2+ year planning 

horizons, and decision impact: a bad decision will affect the 

viability of the entire company. 

Mobility along a career path is determined in terms of competency [skills-knowledge-aptitude] transitions:

To transition from Supervisory to Manager

Ability to make a decision

Involvement in a community of networks

Desire to move up

To transition from Manager to Executive

Information management and system integration skills

Interpersonal and leadership skills

Networking with different sectors and colleagues



Language skills

 
Analytical, planning, implementing skills

Take “ownership” of work even in a team

Ability to recover from mistakes

Depth in selected industry sector 

Tendency toward entrepreneurship

Interpretation and modelling skills

Quality of team participation track record

Understanding strategic requirements of higher positions

Demonstrate extra-organizational strategic excellence 
[community leader]

Project team leadership and success

Good business performance

Demonstrate executive skills [vision, strategy creation]

Depth in two home logistics areas

Breadth of corporate knowledge

Ability to benchmark

Furthermore, the following is required to enable one to succeed at any point along a career path in supply chain logistics: 

•  Ongoing professional development in transitional skill sets

•  Ongoing professional development in career level skill 

sets [SCL specific]

• Strategic spiralling and succession planning

• Employer support for education, personal development, 

career advances

• Peer networking

Commitment to  
life-long learning  
& belonging to  
a community  

of interest



Supply Chain Logistics Competency Standards are the apotheosis 

of the Logistics Institute’s Workforce Development Strategy. They 

bring everything together as the foundation on which the Logistics 

Institute builds professional communities of interest, as well as 

designs, develops and delivers the certification programs that allow 

practitioners to earn professional designations and credentials.  

 

In developing the Supply Chain Logistics Competency Standards, 

the Logistics Institute undertook the following approaches:

1.  Generally Defined: Skills + Knowledge + Aptitude

2.  Aligned with the Nature and Scope of Supply Chain  
Logistics Expertise

COMPETENCY STANDARDS

Executive Strategic responsibility for inter-organizational relationships along complex supply chains focused 

on customer value creation

Manager  

& Distribution

Inter-Organizational responsibility to develop and manage vendor networks and distribution 

channels to sustain customer strategies

Supervisor Process responsibility to integrate internal operations in procurement, inventory management, 

distribution and transportation

Frontline Functional/Tactical responsibility for core tactical operations in purchasing, inventory control, order 

processing, materials management, warehousing, distribution, transportation.

3.  Integrated into the Supply Chain Logistics Career Mobility Model

4.  Aligned to Workforce/Workplace Framework

5.  Expanded to include both Business and Supply Chain 

Logistics Competencies First, Competencies are defined in the 

most general terms of the SKA nexus:

•  Skills: the ability to do and to act;

• Knowledge: the ability to know what to do and how to act;

• Aptitude: the ability to do it all well.

Second, Competencies are aligned with the Nature and Scope 

of Supply Chain Logistics Expertise:



FRONTL INE:  ENTRY TACTICS

FRONTL INE:  TACTICAL OPERATIONS

SUPERVISOR:  OPERATIONAL PROCESS

SUPERVISOR:  PROCESS MANAGEMENT

MANAGER:  ORGANIZATION DEPARTMENT STRUCTURES

SENIOR MANAGER/DIRECTOR:  BUSINESS UNITS

EXECUTIVE:  CORPORATE

1
2

3
4

5
6

7

Third, Competencies are 

integrated into Supply 

Chain Logistics Career 

Mobility Model:
WORFORCE RESPONSIB IL I TES



COMPETENCIES
Functional transactions 
Operational functions

TACTICAL KEY DRIVERS
Implementing standard operating procedures 
Working in a safe/healthy work environment 
Need to meet customer service objectives 
Prevent product damage/loss

PROCESS COMPETENCIES
HR collaboration 
Measurement output 
Micro-planning input 
Process integration 
Project management

KEY DRIVERS
Micro-visioning 
Multi-tasking 
Activity based analysis 
Collaborative work 
Problem solving

COMPETENCIES
Customer service 
HR management 
Operations planning 
Performance measures 
Systems managemnt

KEY DRIVERS
Systems thinking 
Process thinking 
Project development 
Team leadership 
Capacity creation

STRUCTURAL

STRATEGIC COMPETENCIES
Asset protection 
Customer relations 
HR strategies 
ROI management 
Strategic planning

KEY DRIVERS
Macro visioning 
Strategic HRM 
Capacity creation 
Leadership

Fourth, Competencies 

are aligned to the 

Workforce/Workplace 

Framework: WORFORCE COMPETENCY  
FRAMEWORK



•  Purchasing and Buying

• Inventory Control and Processing

• Warehousing and Transport

• Scheduling and Deploying  
Resources

•  Operations 

• Scheduling & Deployment

• Data & Documentation

• Transactions

Tactical

Strategic •  Customer Value Creation

• Global Market Strategies

• Deployment Strategies

• Capital Investments

COMPETENCY RESPONSIB IL I TY

Organizational

Executive

•  Supply Network Development

• Distribution Channel Design

• Demand Forecasting

• Inventory Management

Manager

Process Supervisor •  Vendor Management

• Transport/Distribution Management

• Inventory Replenishment Systems

• Customer Satisfaction Metrics

Frontline

Fifth, Competencies are expanded to include Business and Supply Chain Logistics Competencies (summary chart):

•  Asset Protection

• Customer Relations

• HR Strategies

• ROI Management

•  Customer Service

• HR Management

• Operations Planning

• Systems Management

•  HR Collaboration/Team

• Performance Measures

• Process Integration

• Project Management

BUSINESS COMPETENCIES SCL COMPETENCIES

The following charts present detailed summaries of the Supply Chain Logistics Competency Standards developed by the Logistics 

Institute in consultation with industry practitioners and leaders and built on the five steps identified above. The Standards are 

framed as follows:

SUPPLY CHAIN LOGIST ICS COMPETENCY STANDARDS



BUSINESS FOCUS BUSINESS DECIS IONS

1. Four Standards: 

•  Strategic/Executive

•  Structural/Manager

•  Process/Supervisor

•  Tactical/Frontline

2. Each Standard lists two types  
of competencies:

•  Supply Chain Logistics  
Competencies

•  Business Competencies

3. Competencies are identified in terms of decisions:

•  Supply Chain Logistics  
Decisions 

–  Forecasting 
–  Network Design 
–  Process Demand 
–  Material Planning 
–  Scheduling 
–  Distribution

•  Business Competencies 

–  Account for… 
–  Ability to… 
–  Know… 
–  Driven by… 

Supply Chain 
Management 
focused on 
Customer Value 
Creation

SC&L FOCUS SC&L DECIS IONS

FORECASTING 
- Long range 
New products 
and services

- Market shifts 
globalization

Competency Frameworks [SKA] for Supply Chain Logistics – Detailed Framework: STRATEGIC/EXECUTIVE

NETWORK  
DESIGN
- Capital asset 
deployment

- Supply 
channel 
alternatives

global networks

PROCESS  
DEMAND
- Product/service 
business mix

- Capital and  
asset investment

- Asset location  
and deployment

MATERIAL 
PLANNING
- Economic 
analysis of 
resource 
alternatives

- Technology 
alternatives

SCHEDULING
- Economic 
analysis 
of systems 
operations

- Process design 
alternatives

DISTRIBUTION
- Distribution 
channel 
development

- Capital 
equipment 
requirements

ACCOUNT FOR
- Company  
business objectives

- Market strategies

- Service demands

- Integration 
strategies

- Recruiting and 
retaining HR

ABILITY TO
- Develop 
markets

- Develop inter-
organizational 
processes

- Initiate/manage 
change

- Develop system 
strategies

KNOW
- Global Supply/
Demand Chain

- Logistics  
Information 
Requirements

- Supplier and 
Vendor Strategies

- Demand and 
Market Strategies

DRIVEN BY
- Macro visioning

- Strategic HR 
issues 

- Capacity 
creation 
[developing a 
learning culture]

- Leadership 
capabilities

- Professionalism



BUSINESS FOCUS BUSINESS DECIS IONS

Integrated 
Logistics 
Management 
focused on system 
efficiencies and 
customer service 
effectiveness

SC&L FOCUS SC&L DECIS IONS

FORECASTING 
- Developing 
forecasts

- Accounting 
for seasonality 
and marketing 
campaigns

- Supplier links

Competency Frameworks [SKA] for Supply Chain Logistics – Detailed Framework: STRUCTURAL/MANAGER

NETWORK  
DESIGN
- “Make or Buy” 
decisions

- Vendor 
sourcing

- Inventory 
positioning

PROCESS  
DEMAND
- Product/
service mix

- Inventory and 
scheduling 
issues

- Crew/HR 
planning and 
scheduling

MATERIAL 
PLANNING
- Replenishment 
and stocking 
plans

- Shortage 
analysis

- Allocation 
planning

SCHEDULING
- Developing 
product/service 
schedules

- Developing 
HR deployment 
schedules

DISTRIBUTION
- Developing 
carrier 
contracts

- Equipment 
allocation and 
use

ACCOUNT FOR
- Facility 
locations

- Distribution 
channels

- Transport 
systems

- Technology 
systems

- Organizational 
and work  
processes

ABILITY TO
- Manage cross 
functional work 
processes

- Integrate 
systems [It]

- Plan 
operations, 
including 
process design 
flow

- Model the 
business

KNOW
- Integrated 
Logistics 
Management

- Asset 
Management

- Distribution 
Management

- Transport 
Management

- Information 
Management

DRIVEN BY
- Integration 
visioning

- Systems 
thinking

- Process 
thinking

- Project 
development

- Team 
leadership

- Quality 
commitment



BUSINESS FOCUS BUSINESS DECIS IONS

Departmental 
Expertise:
Procurement
Inventory 
Management
Distribution and 
Transportation

SC&L FOCUS SC&L DECIS IONS

FORECASTING 
- Promotions 
and sales

- Market trends

Competency Frameworks [SKA] for Supply Chain Logistics – Detailed Framework: PROCESS/SUPERVISOR

NETWORK  
DESIGN
- Vendor 
selection and 
management

- Vendor 
contingency 
planning

- Customer  
re-assigns

PROCESS  
DEMAND
- Internal 
contingency 
planning

- Inventory 
deployment

- Systems 
capabilities

MATERIAL 
PLANNING
- Inventory 
replenishment 
analysis up 
channel to 
vendors

- Material 
releases down 
channel to 
customers

- Purchasing 
requirements

SCHEDULING
- Daily and 
weekly 
scheduling of 
goods

- Daily and 
weekly 
scheduling  
of HR

DISTRIBUTION
- Loading plans 

- Routing and 
delivery plans

- Billing and 
documentation 
management

- Carrier 
selection and 
management

ACCOUNT FOR
- Site selection

Inventory 
deployment

- Carrier 
selection

- Systems 
applications

ABILITY TO
- Integrate 
functions

- Apply 
technologies

- Monitor 
performance

- Deliver 
customer 
service

KNOW
- Purchasing 
Management 
Systems

- Inventory 
Planning 
Processes

- Distribution 
Systems

- Transport 
Systems

DRIVEN BY
- Micro visioning

- Multi-tasking

- Activity based 
analysis

- Collaborative 
work

- Problem 
solving



BUSINESS FOCUS BUSINESS DECIS IONS

Tactical 
Operations:
Purchasing
Inventory Control
Order Processing
Transportation

SC&L FOCUS SC&L DECIS IONS

FORECASTING 
- Buying and 
purchasing

- Scheduling 
delivery and 
receiving

Competency Frameworks [SKA] for Supply Chain Logistics – Detailed Framework: TACTICAL/FRONTLINE

NETWORK  
DESIGN
- Receiving 
operations

- Cross dock 
operations

- Inventory 
identification 
and processing

- Inventory 
location

PROCESS  
DEMAND
- Order 
processing

- Picking and 
packing

- Dangerous 
goods location 
and handling

MATERIAL 
PLANNING
- Fork lift 
operations

- Material 
handling 
equipment

- Packaging 
supplies

- Dangerous 
goods 
classification

SCHEDULING
- Developing 
product/service 
schedules

- Developing 
HR deployment 
schedules

DISTRIBUTION
- Load 
preparations

- Transport 
documentation

- Dangerous 
goods 
documentation

- Freight 
shipment and 
transport

ACCOUNT FOR
- Doing the 
work on time 
and successfully

- Completing 
tasks as 
required

ABILITY TO
- Schedule 
resources

- Implement 
good logistics 
practices

- Schedule 
carriers/
transport

- Control 
inventory

- Control 
operating 
budgets

KNOW
- Operate 
shipping and 
receiving areas

- Process orders

- Handle, 
store and ship 
dangerous 
goods

- Work material 
handling 
equipment

- Select and 
manage 
carriers

DRIVEN BY
- Implement 
standard 
operating 
procedures

- Work in a safe/
healthy work 
environment

- Need to 
meet customer 
service 
objectives

- Prevent 
product 
damage/loss



The Logistics Institute is not an educational institution. It is a professional organization with members who are certified and have 

earned designations. A professional designation is a public statement of competence and trust that someone can do a job well. 

Certification programs are built on competency standards, which establish industry benchmarks in supply chain, logistics, global 

trade, leadership, ethics, and corporate social responsibility. 

Through the Professional Review Board, the Logistics Professional Community of Interest establishes certification policies implemented 

under the stewardship of the Logistics Institute. The following professional certifications can be earned through the Logistics Institute:

P.LOG  
Professional Logistician

This designation is the internationally recognized 

professional credential earned by logistics  

practitioners to certify their competence as global  

supply chain leaders. The P.Log is a leader who 

initiates change throughout the organization 

to meet and manage customer requirements 

through flexible and efficient global supply chains 

in both B2B and B2C businesses. The P.Log is the 

key to a company’s bench strength in globally 

competitive markets; the P.Log is a logistics  

careerist committed to lifelong learning in the  

service of sustainable business developments.

LS  
Logistics Specialist

This designation is for logistics practitioners working in tactical and supervisory  

careers, as well as for those aspiring to managerial positions. The LS Program 

provides a foundation to start a career in logistics and supply chain.

SC  
Supply Chain

A series of designations in specialized areas of business and supply chain 

management, including Change Management, Cold Chain [Food/ 

Perishables], Global Trade Facilitation, Innovation, International Project  

Management, Risk and Resilience, Supplier Relationship Management, 

among others. 

PROFESSIONALISM
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LOGISTICS INSTITUTE OF CANADA 

[O1/03/1990]

SUPPLEMENTARY LETTERS CHANGING  
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[DECEMBER 16, 2013]



JOIN THE LOGIST ICS INST I TUTE  ON THE FOLLOWING  
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS:

Victor Deyglio 

Founding President 

416-363-3005 Ext. 1200 

vdeyglio@loginstitute.ca

Jasmine Gill

Director, Programs
416-363-3005 Ext. 1700 

jgill@loginstitute.ca

CONTACT US

501 Alliance Ave – Suite 405 

Toronto, Ontario M6N 2J1 

416-363-3005  

loginfo@loginstitute.ca




